A SPECIAL LIMITED PRODUCTION MODEL DESIGNED FOR THE FAMILY OR SPORTSMAN WHO WANT TO TRAVEL IN COMFORT

Long famous for lightweight construction and streamlined design, Airstream brings you a great new model with an ingenious interior arrangement... all the spaciousness and room of much larger models at a new low cost. Perfect for those who want to take their family with them on weekends or extended vacation trips with all the comforts of home... good beds, bathroom, hot and cold water, refrigeration, heat and light independent of outside sources wherever you go. Included too, are all the advantages and privileges that are only available in an Airstream: riveted construction; lightweight and easy to tow; travel with Airstream Caravans; membership in Airstream Clubs; and the famous Airstream guarantee. But remember, since this is a special limited production model, no interior changes can be made, and the supply is necessarily small. So act now, see your dealer today!

only $3,795 f.o.b. L.A. factory